It is known that cell concretes are almost immediately destroyed under load, having reached certain critical stresses. Such kind of destruction is called a "catastrophic failure". Process of crack formation is one of the main factors, influencing process of concrete destruction. Modern theory of crack formation is mainly based on the Griffith theory of destruction. However, the mentioned theory does not completely correspond to the structure of cell concrete with its cell structure, because the theory is intended for a solid body. The article presents one of the possible variants of modelling of the structure of cell concrete and gives some assumptions concerning the process of crack formation in such hollow, not solid environment.
Introduction
Modern building uses cell concrete for constructing of a considerable amount of enclosure and load carrying structures. It is also widely used for thermal isolation and sound proofing of premises or fireresistance of separate constructions in general. Considering low strength characteristics of such concretes, it is very important to have a reliable description of the process of destruction of constructive elements, made of cell concretes, providing accurate calculations in projecting of buildings and constructions with application of cell concrete. It is a well-known fact that cell concretes are fragile and are almost immediately destroyed under load, having reached certain critical stresses in concrete. Such type of destruction is called a "catastrophic failure". Modern theory of concrete destruction, as well as so-called "catastrophic failure" is based on the known Griffith theory [1, 2] . There are many researchers, engaged in study of the problem, but the researches are mainly focused on heavy concretes [3, 4] . Cracks are considered the crucial factor, influencing strength, load carrying capacity and resistance of constructions, made of fragile material, particularly cell concrete [5, 6] . Formations of cracks, their extension in a construction element and width, prove certain "drawbacks" and critical stresses or DOI: 10.1515/sspjce-2017-0022 loads, occurring in the process of the construction exploitation. Thus, formation and development of cracks is of great importance in construction elements. Published works confirm that appearance and growth of cracks can be classified according to the following factors:
 technologically production factors: the cracks, having appeared in the process of construction production, particularly shrinkage cracks, connected with conditions of concrete curing in the construction production, at the moment of transition of forces of reinforcement primary load on concrete, etc;  exploitation cracks: the cracks, caused by exploitation and excessive loads, taken by construction in the process of exploitation, and the cracks from external impacts (process of freezingdefrosting), etc. Task of our research is to study the process of modelling of operation of construction elements, made of cell concretes, under load with consideration of peculiarities of such kind of concrete.
Main part
The research required development of a set of studied samples in the form of 10×10×10 cm blocks, made of non-autoclaved aerated and gas concrete, for study and statistical analysis of the structure of cell concrete elements. After concrete setting, surface cement skin was removed from the surface of the blocks and it was flushed out with compressed air. Such procedure was necessary to obtain the structure of cell concrete. After purification, the blocks surface was shot. A sample with a square hole and scale was used while shooting to assess sizes of bubble cells of cell concretes. Size of the square hole constituted 50×50 mm. Division value of the scale was 5 mm. Results of the shooting are presented at the fig. 1 . One can see at the fig. 1 that bubble cells of air in the structure of concrete have a size from 0,5 to 4 mm. Generally, they can be conditionally divided into three groups: "small", "medium size" and "large". Under such division, ratio of diameters of the bubble cells, in most cases, make 1:2:4. Besides, the figure shows that increase of strength of the cell concrete (transition from thermal isolation concrete to constructive one) is accompanied by a smaller bubble cells, i.e. porosity of the material decreases, while its weight increases. Under such structural distribution, which is particular for most cell concretes, one can model the following possible variants of combination of bubble cells of concrete in a volume unit. Let us extract an elementary volume, combining a possible location of such bubble cells in space, out of a piece of concrete and present such variants schematically. Special attention should be paid to possible variants of their location. Let us choose an elemental area of a single size, which crosses at least three bubble cells, that is particular for cell concretes. Such assumption can be made according to a statistical analysis of the structure of such concrete surface. The further analysis of the obtained images and probability of combination of such bubble sells enables grouping of possible variants into three groups. As it was mentioned above, in the modelling, "small", "medium size" and "large" cells are accepted:
 the first group -in the area, there are bubble cells of the same size, which border on bubble cells of another or the same size above and below, while their amount is different;
 the second group -in the area, there are bubble cells of the same size, which border on bubble cells of another or the same size above and below, while their amount is the same;
 the third group -combines bubble cells in the area and also those, which are above and below, having different size.
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2) 3) Figure 1 : Image of cell concretes of different types: 1) … 5) -aerated concrete of thermal isolation; 6), 7) -gas concrete of thermal isolation and construction; 8), 9) -aerated constructive concrete.
Graphical depiction of the groups is presented in the table 1. One should note that bubble cells are presented in the form of balls of different diameter, and an elementary volume -in the form of cylinder. Ratio between the diameters of balls is taken as 1:2:4. Overall sizes of the elementary volume (cylinder) are accepted the following ones. The cylinder diameter is equal to the diameter of the circle, which connects centers of balls, which are in the same area, in case of the similar balls. In case there are balls of different sizes in the area, diameter of the circle, and thus, diameter of the cylinder, is determined by the smallest ball. Height of the cylinder is taken as equal to the diameter. Besides, there is accepted a certain margin between the balls (in our case, it is taken as 0,1•R, where R -is a radius of the smallest ball in incorporation). To determine stresses, occurring in elementary volumes of cell concretes, Ansys software was applied. The program supplied a picture of stresses in the elements under conditions of pressing and expansion of the last ones. In the process of modelling, down surface of the cylinder (elementary volume) was hard fixed, and equally distributed load was applied on the top surface of the cylinder. In case, there were balls of different sizes above and below the middle area of balls, modelling of operation under load was carried out twice: the first time, down surface was fixed and second time -the top surface of the cylinder was fixed (for better demonstration, the cylinder was turned by 180°)
The carried out modelling resulted in a quantitative picture of stresses in an elementary volume (cylinder) of cell concrete ( fig. 3 ).
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Conclusions
According to the results of the carried out theoretical research, one can make the following conclusions: -proposals concerning application of hallow balls for modelling of the structure of cell concretes gives rather realistic presentation of the amount of cell concretes;
-application of hollow balls in modelling of operation of construction elements, made of cell concrete, provides better description of complicated processes, occurring in a piece of such concrete under load; -process of crack formation in cell concrete substantially differs from the process of crack formation in heavy concrete and thus, the existing theories do not provide realistic description of the process in cell concretes.
